Lights Out release form

READ BEFORE ENTERING!

Enter at your own risk. No persons or parties associated with this event are responsible for any occurrences that may result from your entrance. Do not enter if you are not wearing appropriate shoes. You will be exposed to many different uneven surfaces that may cause you to trip. No running or pushing and stay on the pathway. Stop immediately an ask for help if you are confused. Do not enter if you are pregnant, subject to epileptic seizures, have heart problems etc. Touch nothing and no one. Guests understand that this is a “lights out” experience with little to no lighting. Guest may have difficulty seeing and have the potential to collide with objects or other parties.

Note: By signing below, you understand that actors in this attraction will be able to touch you.

Smoking, cigarette lighters, and alcoholic beverages are strictly prohibited. Guests suspected to be intoxicated will be asked to leave without receiving a refund. Police will be on site throughout the event. Do not carry children through the attraction in your arms. Prepare to be scared. Not recommended for those under the age of 10. At any time you may be asked to leave for inappropriate behavior or violations explained above and will not receive a refund. By purchasing a ticket and entering the haunted attraction/property you agree to all of the above and take full responsibility for all of your actions whether intentional or accidental. Scream Town LLC, SSP Holdings, and any of their affiliates may not be held responsible in any case. IN CASE YOU MISSED IT, ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK!